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Effect of isospin dependent cross-section on nuclear stopping
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Introduction
Heavy ion collisions (HIC) provide the

unique opportunity to produce small amount
of nuclear matter with high density and high
temperature in laboratory. By measuring the
final products of the collisions, it is possible to
learn about the fundamental properties of hot
and compressed nuclear matter, namely the
nuclear equation of state (EOS), which is of
great importance in our understanding of the
evolution of macroscopic objects like neutron
star and supernova [1]. The colliding nuclei,
however, are finite size objects and thus many
dynamical effects cannot be ignored. For
this reason, in order to link the experimental
observations and the EOS in HIC, we need
transport model in which the nucleonnucleon
two body collisions and the mean field effects
are carefully treated.

Nuclear stopping in heavy ion collisions
(HIC) has been studied by means of rapid-
ity distribution and asymmetry of nucleon mo-
mentum distribution. It is an important quan-
tity in determining the outcome of a reaction.
Fen Fu et al., [2] calculate both the radial flow
and the degree of nuclear stopping in Pb + Pb
and Ni + Ni at 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 GeV/neucleon.
They found that the expansion velocity as well
as the degree of nuclear stopping are higher in
the heavier system at all energies.
The stopping parameter can be defined as [3]:
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In this study our aim is to pin down the
influence of different cross-sections (isospin
dependent or isospin independent) on nuclear
stopping.

The Model
Calculations are carried out within the

framework of Isospin dependent Quantum
Molecular Dynamics (IQMD) [4] model, which
is a modified version of QMD [5] model. The
IQMD is a semi-classical model which de-
scribes the heavy-ion collisions on an event by
event basis. For more details, see ref.[4].
In IQMD model, the centroid of each nucleon
propagates under the classical equations of
motion.
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The H referring to the Hamiltonian reads as:
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During the propagation, two nucleons are sup-
posed to suffer a binary collision if the distance
between their centroids

|ri − rj | ≤
√

σtot

π
, σtot = σ(

√
s, type), (5)

Results and Discussion
For the present analysis simulations are

carried out for several thousand events at
the incident energy of 100 MeV/nucleon for
the systems 124Ag47 +124 Ag47,

124Cd48 +124

Cd48,
124In49 +124 In49,

124Sn50 +124 Sn50,
124I53+

124I53,
124Cs55+

124Cs55,
124Ba56+

124

Ba56,
124Pr59 +124 Pr59.
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FIG. 1: Variation of 1/QZZ and R with Z for

X= 124Ag47,
124Cd48,

124In49,
124Sn50,

124I53,
124Cs55,

124Ba56,
124Pr59

.

In fig.1, we display the variation of stopping
parameters e.g. 1/QZZ and R as a function of
Z, for the symmetry energy of 32(ρ/ρo)

γ MeV
for γ = 0.66 for three different cross-sections
σiso, σnoiso (isospin dependent and isospin
independent) and enhanced cross-section.
We observe that R and 1/QZZ behave in a
similar way. Maximum stopping is observed
in case of system with lesser neutron content.
Moreover, in the systems with more neutron
content, the role of symmetry energy could
be larger, whereas the effects caused by an
isospin-dependent cross-section could play a
dominant role in systems with less neutron
content. We observe the combined effect
of symmetry energy and the cross-section,
because for isospin dependent cross-section
a neutron-neutron or a proton-proton cross-

section is a factor of three lower than the
neutron-proton cross-section. Due to which
the attractive forces between the neutron-
proton increases which enhance the number
of collision and hence stopping increases than
isospin independent cross-section this obser-
vation is in agreement with the observation in
ref. [6]. Moreover, in third cross-section we
enhance the cross-section of σnn and σpp due
to which value of stopping become maximum.
Moreover, from fig.1 we can see that value
of R for Sn+Sn is 0.7022, this observation
is in agreement with the observation in ref. [7].
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